Don't start from scratch, start with the Adoption Kit.
Accelerate your Workday rollout with a collection of customizable training resources for employees and managers.

Unlock greater value
The Adoption Kit is a flexible resource that helps you maximize your Workday investment.

Just-in-time support materials
- Release Guide: A list of materials included in the kit and a summary of changes within a Workday release.
- Webinar Guides: Classroom training materials on specific product areas.
- Communication Graphics: Templates to promote awareness of Workday and its value within your organization.
- Videos: Brief overview videos demonstrating common employee and manager tasks.
- Video Scripts: Audio transcripts, live capture instructions, and annotations so you can customize and translate videos.
- Quick Start: Tools and training for your Workday roll-out teams.

As a corporate trainer with over 25 years of experience in the industry, I've found the Adoption Kit to be very helpful. From an instructional design perspective, the content is clear and very easy to understand.
— A Workday Talent Development Partner

Learn more on the Workday Community.